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My First Experience in the SAAC by Kyle Funasaki
It began one Friday evening sitting with Chris and Jade DeBone at the Pau Hana Bar at Foodland Farms in Pearl
City when the conversation of the Shelby American Automobile Club “SAAC” came up. Next thing you know, I
was encouraged and invited to join them and other members of our club, so I made my commitment to go to
SAAC-46 convention in Sonoma CA. I welcomed any opportunity to take some R&R, travel off the island and
hang out with great friends, although this time it was to experience the world and all things Shelby. But being a
member of the Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii, I did have some commonality. I soon signed up for my
SAAC membership, booked my air and hotel accommodations and “secured” my Mustang car rental. It was
now counting down the couple of months, building with excitement with other club member stories of past
SAAC conventions.
Chris and Jade had left Hawaii to Oakland to retrieve their car
they shipped and several days later I flew solo into San Francisco, landing at 10pm. I would have preferred to fly directly
into Oakland, but Budget Car Rental there closes at 10pm, thus
leaving San Francisco my only option as they closed at 12
midnight.
As I took the shuttle to the car rental center, anxiety had
creeped up on me as I headed to the rental counter to pick up
my car. I wasn’t sure I’d get the car that I had originally reserved. When they disclose “or similar” at the time you make
an online reservation, you never know what you are going to
end up with. I would hate to have shown up to a Shelby event
in a Camaro! I heard that another club member may have actually done that at a prior event. Hmmm…I wonder
who that was? Maybe ask Don Johnston if he remembers who that was.
My built-up anxiety was quickly replaced with excitement when I found out that I was given a 2020 red Mustang! It was already past 11pm and I hurriedly threw my suitcase in the trunk, and prepared myself for the approximately 90 minute drive to San Rafael.
Driving from SFO to San Rafael was an awesome experience in itself. With no traffic and few cars during this
late time of night, my GPS took me up and down the steep streets of downtown San Francisco, and long behold
across the already fog-enveloped Golden Gate Bridge! The rumbling of my tires across the steel road while simultaneously hearing the roar of the engine, it created an indescribable sound, which further energized me to get
to my destination once I got to the other end of the bridge. From then on, it was the winding roads along the tall
trees on either side, with my LED headlights breaking through the misty fog as if I was the “Headless Horseman” riding on a mustang horse through the forest….really an indescribable feeling of empowerment. Finally, I
reached my destination…the Four Points by Sheraton hotel! I checked in and was greeted by the hotel manager
on duty (MOD) and front desk clerk. I soon found out that the MOD was from Hawaii. We “talked story” for a
bit and he offered me a free Heineken to take to my room…a great nightcap after my long flight and drive on a
continue on page 8
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President - Scot Shimamura

Hi All, just bullet points rather than prose this month…
•

•
•

•

•
•

The Johnstons have been so gracious in keeping in touch with 3660 On The Rise and putting the deposit down for the club. As things are going south with Covid in the islands let’s all hope we can get
together safely this December.
I’m still going to talk with Cutter Ford about Mustang MADDness in April and praying that Covid and
its variants go away.
The AMSCH has been invited to roll in the December 7th Pearl Harbor Parade in Waikiki. We collect
carriage fees for carrying VIPs so I want see if some of our convertibles can carry some beauty pageant
queens and VIPs.
We don’t have specifics for the parade, but we will probably be meeting at Ala Moana Center and then
roll into (or around) Saratoga Road to stage the cars. Plan on us meeting up in the afternoon. We don’t
have specifics from the parade organizers as of yet, but if I remember correctly, we met up around 3-4
PM and the parade starts at around 7 PM.
If you haven’t been in a parade before you’re in for a lot of fun. It’s like a car cruise on lots and LOTS
of steroids.
The Mustang Cobras and AC Shelby Cobras will be also escorting the Air Museum’s AH-1 Cobra’s
trailer *IF* they are presenting the helo this year.
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Secretary - Les Hirano

No minutes available at this time.

Treasurer - Harry Zisko

Balance July 1, 2021:

$4,268.59

Income:
- Membership Dues:

$300.00

Expenses:
- Paypal Fees:

$ 10.50

Balance July 31, 2021:

$4558.09
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SAAC Report by Don Johnston

Out of the S.A.A.C.*
August 2021
By Don Johnston
Out of the S.A.A.C.*

August2018
2021
January
*SHELBY*SHELBY
AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB,
pronounced
“sack”
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE CLUB, pronounced
By Don“sack”
Johnston

Web site: www.saac.com
AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB,
pronounced
“sack”
I am*SHELBY
still trying to catch
my breath after
all that was SAAC-46
in Sonoma
this
SAAC
of
year. Wow. There will be other articles to review
withmembers,
great storiesthe
so IWinter
will stickedition
to my experiences.
Carol and I
have been to about two dozen of these
gatherings
since
1987 at tracksisallonline
aroundnow.
the country.
Every
“The
Shelby
American”
Just log
inevent is unique
as much as this one was.
to: http://saac.memberlodge.com/ and check out the great articles on car
Early arrival day was Thursday at the hotel where original Cobras, Shelby Mustangs and large trailers
Shelby
vehicles,
and so much mor
were rolling in. While some SAAC shows,
people went
up to employees,
the track in thespecial
evening for
early carcommentaries
inspection and event
thetoSAAC
forum
downCantwell,
for maintenance.
It is privately run, not
registration, we hung around the barAlso,
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chat with
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likeis
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a few other
time friendsweb
and former
American
SAAC.
The SAAC
main old
SAAC.com
site isShelby
online.
As ofpersonnel
today, I have no
who we wanted to see before the intensity of the weekend began.
updates on the SAAC Convention in Sonoma, Aug. 3-4-5.
Friday was the first day of the noise fest with cars on the track, others tuning up in the garages or unloading
from trailers and racing rigs. It is a Ford Shelby carnival of delight. Chris Debone had already secured his garage
Congratulations to former AMSCH member, John Connelly for being the
for the #98 GT350R Heritage and had picked up our golf cart. We registered and quickly distributed scores of mac
2017
Hawaii
Realtor
of the
theregistration
Year. You
may remember
John
when he was a
and
nuts. Jade And
Kyle
volunteered
to assist
as volunteers
were in short
supply.
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media center
whilein
I went
out to1980s
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rounds.
Bryan Shelby
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number
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the late
and
had 1965
GT350.
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GT500
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track
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to
let
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HIPO hardtop, but had to let it go as well.

Ford is ending the Ford ShelbyGT350 Mustang after the current 20
run. For those of you that have one, be sure that you get your Ford supplied o
change tool kit. It is free but you have to order it. The dealers do not carry t
special tool
for
changing
which
musthead
also
be ordered for a
Sonoma track is inviting.
What’s
in your
garage? the special filter,
Bryan
And Chris
out.
charge as it is not kept in stock.
Ford is replacing the GT350 program with a new series of the new Ford Shelby GT50
which uses a different 5.2 liter engine. It is a modified version of the 5.0L Coyote and is super
charged. Also there will be a return of the Bullit Mustang and the Ranger pickup truck. Som
unveilings will be at the Detroit and New York Auto Show.
Not to be outdone, Shelby American is coming out with a
Nice cruise
The Hula Cart
Registration in Media Center
More garage toys
couple of new toys.
The new Super
Snake series uses the Ford
5.2 Coyote engine. The numerous details are at:
http://www.shelby.com/images/pdf/17SuperSnake-Web.pdf

Plus: Shelby American is doing
a limited continuation of the
legendary 1968 GT500KR.
It will useExactly
original 1968
Chris explains rim shot
Show Shelbys
Scot will explain…
The Rides: I have known Gary Patterson for
25
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from
when
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started
with
Shelby American in
convertible (10 each) and fastback
Las Vegas. At conventions he is swarmed with passenger
ride
requests.
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CEO,
Gary
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the Shelby factory
(10 each) with their Ford VIN, not
cars like he stole them. He has the best track times several Las Vegas venues. So, when he finally told me to go get
reproduction
body fromprototype test mule GT500, I
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in the factory performance
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was off to get ready.
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to
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a 427c.i. engine from Shelby Engines (from Denbeste)GT500
instead of a
being swarmed by a fire crew by the Shelby American rig. They are giving it the most
Interceptor
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original.
KR is
complete fire428
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washPolice
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engine compartment,
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the cabin The
and under
theonly
Shelby. Garyavailable
was taking through
some “hotShelby
laps” andAmerican.
the car began smoking. He brought back in
and some folks
nearby
his
area
hit
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but the
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It took
The first one will be unveiled at Barret
Jackson
in Scottsdale,
all photos submitted by Don Johnston
Arizona this month.
I hope to be able to saac.com
check the
!5 new Las Vegas factory toys in early February when Caro
alohamustang.org
and I go there.
See ya.

More on SAAC by Don Johnston
a half hour wash inside out to get it smoke free. Apparently, an exhaust O2 sensor blew out and started melting and
burning wires and lines under the car. GT500 is toast, literally. Ride cancelled. Note: Gary’s first ever car failure.
On Saturday, they had “gentle” parade laps with passengers to cruise the track. Any car is allowed with
passengers. So, Kyle Funasaki wanted to test first time on a track with his red Mustang V6 Budget rental. And
he took a flight crew for guidance(?). In the manner of how many clowns can you it in a 2020 Mustang, Jade, Chris
and I crammed into the car. It was a pretzel arrangement of me in the front passenger seat with Chis behind me in
the Ball of String yoga position. I assumed a vertical fetal position with seat forward all the way forward.
Kyle’s driving style makes the ride on a challenging road course akin to something between E. K.
Fernandez “Jungle Twist” and Disneyland’s “Space Mountain”. Cannonball Kyle’s take-no-prisoner driving style
makes one forget about lunch and wonder if your will is current. However, it does provide jaw aching laughter. He
did manage to learn the correct line through turns 4 and 5, so we named the turns “Kyle’s Korners”. Exiting the
Mustang at the completion of about a dozen fantasy laps was as humorous as the ride. Untangling the occupants
would have made good video. Note to Kyle: thanks for the fun but do not try this at home in your Honda…please!
Sunday was popular vote day where I met with many participants and owners. An owner of a 2020 Rapid
Red GT500 wondered if I would like a ride. I wanted to see what the car felt like on an easy cruise and he was in
my age group. My driver, Rick, is from Carson City, NV and drove the car to the track. I soon learn that this is not a
relaxing cruise. Rick has excellent control and great paddle shifter technique. I learn that back in the late 1970s, he
spent a week with Bob Bondurant Driving School at this track, learned on Datsun 510 cars and got his SCCA
license. Since then, he has run numerous tracks all over California and Nevada in various cars and done thousands
of laps on this track over the past 45 years. This is his first time with the 760 horsepower GT500. We did amazing
laps without a lot of other cars near us, using the track mode and without. Shooting in the short straights to 100 mph
and hitting the correct apex and line in the turns from a seasoned driver was a blast. Luckily, we did not get flagged
for such hard runs. There is no pace car. As cars pulled of the track our speed increased and so did the thrills.

2011 GT350 #289

The first 1965 GT350

Friday drag races

“Ford v Ferrari” Cobra

I got to spend some good discussion time with guest speaker Pete Miles, Ken Miles’ son, Gary Patterson,
Ken Miles mechanic, Kerry Agapiou, speakers at the Saturday evening banquet. The Friday evening event took
place at the Cobra Experience, about forty-five-minute drive from the hotel or the track. It is an amazing place
with one-of-a-kind Cobras and Shelby Mustangs plus original office and shop equipment from Shelby American.
They have the principal replica cars used in “Ford v Ferrari”. https://www.cobraexperience.org/

Vintage races

7 liter (427 c.i.) for Ford GT

More garage toys

Going home

It was a great four days of insane fun. Thanks go to Chris and Jade for the garage and Kyle for being so
entertaining. There is no official word of the location of next year’s SAAC Convention, but it will be east of the
Mississippi river. We probably will not know for sure until the start of next year. Stay tuned.
See ya.
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★★★★★

Tech Input by Buzz Willauer

★★★★★

For this month August 2021, I have something I hope will help you when replacing parts. First any recommendation for a
part or tool is my opinion only, no monetary connection.
Okay…. having said that let’s get to my story. The 66’ Mustang was starting to mis-fire some times under load (“go pedal” pushed firmly down). This was happening at medium speeds like getting on the Freeway for example. So, since the
spark plugs have been in use for some time perhaps 15,000 plus miles, it was time to change them out. The new plugs
used are Autolite double platinum APP-45’s set at .035”. The old plugs that came out were Autolite AP-45 standard plugs.
Anyway, I thought this was going to be a couple hours of work. Not so! Upon trying to remove the plug wires (MSD Blue
8.5mm wires) all the grey silicone plug wire covers were stuck hard on the plug insulators. Heat & time do wonders, NOT
good wonders!
So… into my trusty tool box I go and pull out my spark plug boot removing pliers with red grips (see picture below). I try to
remove the boots, it’s not happening, the wires are all stuck on the plugs big time! Looks like I may have to cut all the boots
down the middle and of course destroy boots & the wires. And… I chance breaking the plug’s porcelain. What to do?
Well there’s a very good tool made for just such a “stuck on fast” situation. It’s made by Lisle Part number 51250. I
checked locally, no one had this tool. I went on Amazon and ordered two of these spark plug boot pullers. Their design
makes a lot of sense because they don’t squeeze the boot (making it harder to remove), instead the tool pulls the boot off.
How did this tool work. Perfectly! I purchased two of these 51250’s. Why? Some of the plugs adjacent to the shock towers leave little room to apply this puller.
When they both arrived in a few days, I bent one of the tool shaft’s about 35 degrees and that did the trick reaching in and
pulling those plugs. Cost of these two tools is $20 total. I decided to replace the ignition plug wires with an MSD Street
Fire 8.0mm set specifically made & completely assembled for the 289/302 small block engine.
Installed the spark plugs and ignition wires one by one measuring each one removed with a matching new wire. Finally, a
very repeat VERY important small but installation part is the Dielectric Spark Plug Boot Protector Grease available in
these small packs! Apply a little on the plug porcelain and inside the plug boot. Future removal will be much easier!
How’s the engine run? Strong! Below pictures of the items discussed here in.

all photos submitted by Buzz Willauer
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continued from page 1

My First Experience in the SAAC by Kyle Funasaki
The next morning, I got up surprising early as I couldn’t wait for the day’s plan. I
met Chris and Jade at their hotel, the Embassy Suites San Rafael for breakfast. Long
story short I wasn’t able to stay at this host hotel as it was already sold out by the
time I registered, although I was able to get the nearest hotel which was the Four
Points by Sheraton. Anyways, the DeBones ran into and introduced me to Jay
Talbott, who I understand has been a prominent fixture at SAAC for a long time.
After breakfast, we jumped into my car and decided to take a drive into San Rafael
and check out the town for a bit where we stopped into some of the many vintage
shops there. We then went back to the hotel to pick up Chris’ car and I followed him
to the Sonoma Speedway. There we were able to enter his assigned garage and
luckily Chris was able to securely park his car overnight, along with the many
priceless race cars being brought in via trailers from across the country.
It is now Friday, the first official day of
SAAC-46 and somehow Jade and I
(amongst a few others) ended up assisting
Kyle Funasaki and
Jay at registration with whatever needed
Chuck Cantwell
to be done, such as sorting event t-shirts,
checking name lists, giving out their credentials, putting together
lanyards, taking credit card payments, answering questions, giving
directions to the hundreds of people attending SAAC-46….AND
realizing later that some of those people that we checked in were
legendary folks who either worked for or was associated with Carroll
Shelby in some form or another during those times, which included Chuck Cantwell and Peter Miles. Thanks
to Chris who described each of them and their roles to me and later fortunate to meet. Later that morning,
Bryan and Donna Miller and their friends, along with Don and Carol Johnston joined us in the garage.
A few reasons of me accompanying Chris and Jade to
SAAC was not only to understand what it was all about,
but actually to see Chris in his element and to fulfill his
mission to drive on the Sonoma Speedway in his very
own GT-350R, which he had meticulously studied, driven
virtually and prepared for the many months prior and to
actually witness what we have talked story about on many
occasions over cold beers and pupus.
During all the hustle and bustle of registration, it was
time for Chris to take his many laps around the track. By
this time, other helpers were able to manage the registration table, so Jade and I went out to the spectator stands
to watch the GT-350R from Hawaii tear up the track.
all photos submitted by Kyle Funasaki

But wait, he said he was taking me out on the open track in his car!…What!? He handed me a helmet and I
jumped into the passenger seat. As we drove out of the garage and into the paddock entrance way, I wasn’t
quite sure what I was feeling…excitement or fear? We slowly entered the pit, awaiting for the person to wave
the green flag. Suddenly, I was on the Sonoma Speedway with Chris at the wheel, going at I don’t know what
miles per hour! My stomach and joints tightening at every turn with my teeth clenched tight also. As I got used
alohamustang.org
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My First Experience in the SAAC by Kyle Funasaki
to the speed and turns and knowing where to anticipate the line of
sight, I began to feel less tense. At this point I’m already checking
this off of my life’s bucket list. What a thrill it was and I thank Chris
for the opportunity of a lifetime!
On Friday evening, we attended the cocktail party at the Cobra Experience in Martinez, which I was blown away not only by the
uniqueness of the museum, but from all the cars which were on display. It was so neat to actually see some of the actual cars that were
used in the “Ford v Ferrari” film. And, the museum’s surround
sound film about the Ford and Shelby American story was quite impressive. Following the party, we
headed back to the hotel and
gathered in the lobby bar with the
Hawaii contingent and others,
still talking about the incredible
evening we just experienced.
The days flew quickly and it’s already Saturday, but this day was
going to be different. Chris and
Jade had signed me up for the Parade Laps and pointed me out to the Speedway. But first I was encouraged to attend the morning Driver’s Meeting, where
they instructed us on safety and the meaning of the various colored flags used
on the raceway. By seeing these flags being flurried on previous days, I already
knew what some of them meant and what you should do when you see the person waving them as you pass them on the track.
Suddenly anxiety hit me by not knowing what this “parade” was going to entail. From my past marching band
experience, a parade is to follow in an organized fashion. So, I envisioned many cars lining up and we were to
follow slowly around the track. Ha! Assuming that it was going to be a very subdued and mellow event caught
me off-guard. Well, in my rented Mustang with Chris and Jade in the back seats and Don Johnston in the passenger seat, we participated in the parade laps. Apparently, few cars had entered the track when it was my turn
to enter the speedway. Therefore I was able to go faster than anticipated and next thing you know, I’m speeding

all photos submitted by Kyle Funasaki
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My First Experience in the SAAC by Kyle Funasaki
on the raceway as if I’m thinking that I’m driving in a
NASCAR race. All I’m hearing from inside the car is
“whoa, ummm, aargh, and oh boy” as I’m speeding and
making the turns along the track. This was definitely not a
parade. I “crack up” to this day just thinking of the time
when Don saw me put my hand on the automatic gear shift.
It is a habit of mine to put my hand on the shift gear while
driving in my automatic Honda Accord. He thought that I
was going to shift gears in my automatic while making one
of the turns on the track. I often laugh internally thinking
of his reaction and his outburst of “Hey! What are you doing? This is an automatic, you can’t shift. Why is your
hand on the shift?! You’re not really going to shift gears
are you?, as he’s frantically holding on to both sides of his
seats. I’m laughing so hard that my stomach starts to hurt.
At every lap, this turn was now dubbed as “Kyle’s Korner.” So much fun and I cherish this awesome opportunity.
That night, we attended the Dinner & Evening program, where we had a great buffet of delicious Mexican entrees. The highlight was listening to the special guest speaker, Peter Miles, who spoke about growing up with
his mom and dad, Ken Miles, during the racing era.
It was nice that he also took time to answer questions from the attendees that evening.
It was then the last day of SAAC…Sunday, a little more subdued day as drivers began preparing to return home,
but it was also another day for Parade laps. From what I experienced the day prior, I was ready to go again. This
time it was only Jade and I, as Chris was preparing for the car show. We jumped into my car and we went on the
track. Since more cars had entered the parade, we were not able to go the speed we had done the day before, but I
was able to get a few fast runs. It was just as fun and I felt comfortable and confident with every turn I made on the
track. Even Jade thought I did well and she wasn’t really afraid sitting in the passenger seat…so she says (lol).
Well, this sort of summed up my first experience at the SAAC-46 Convention. I want to thank Chris and Jade
for the opportunity to have joined them. The fun and memories of this trip is one I check off my bucket list.
Hopefully to see you in Indy for SAAC-47? Definitely!!

all photos submitted by Kyle Funasaki
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SAAC-46
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On-Track Experience at Sonoma Raceway SAAC-46 by Chris & Jade DeBone
Our story begins with dropping off our new 2020 Shelby Mustang
GT350R to Matson docks for its journey to the port of Oakland
California. Matson requires a 6” minimum vehicle hight clearance
so the cars can make it up ramps to the ship. Since the GT350R has
a clearance of only about 4” we had to remove the R-Model front
splitter and also re-install the factory suspension blocks to raise the
vehicle to meet the minimum. After competing the modification,
we just cleared the minimum requirements. Whew…
photo by Chris DeBone

We then flew to Oakland a few days before the event so we could pick up
the car and prep it for the trip north towards Sonoma County. We ended
up buying a small scissor jack from a local auto part store and successfully removed the suspension blocks and re-installed the front splitter in the
parking lot. So far, so good.
After checking into the SAAC host hotel a day early, we decided to play
tourist in the surrounding towns. It felt so good to drive more just the
width or length of an island! The weather was was also fantastic during
the entire trip.
photo by Chris DeBone

We decided to register early on Thursday afternoon at the track to beat the Friday rush of participants. We got
through registration, vehicle tech inspection, and safety equipment validation quickly then parked the car in our
assigned garage. Kyle rented a Mustang, so we traveled around together in the rental car for rest of the weekend.
Now we just needed to wait one more day to get out on track. That was a VERY long night. I was soo excited!
Sonoma Raceway is a road course and drag strip located at Sears Point in the southern Sonoma Mountains of Sonoma,
California. The road course features 12 turns on a hilly course with 160 feet of total elevation change. It is host to one of
the seven NASCAR Cup Series races each year that are run on road courses. It has also played host to the IndyCar
Series, the NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing Series, and several other auto races and motorcycle races. The track is 30
miles north of San Francisco and Oakland.
There were 4 different run groups based on your driving experience and level of guts. Novice (yellow), Intermediate 1 (red), Intermediate 2 (purple), and Advanced (green). It’s a bit intimidating knowing that you will be on track
with new and vintage cars worth hundreds of thousand of dollars or more. My plan was to run in the Novice group
on Friday to get used to the car and track, then jump up to the Intermediate groups on Saturday and Sunday. I have

photo submitted by Chris DeBone
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On-Track Experience at Sonoma Raceway SAAC-46 by Chris & Jade DeBone

all photos submitted by Chris DeBone

historically only run in the Novice groups in past SAAC events, but they let me jump up a class due to past SAAC
experience and my recent SCCA autocross events at the Aloha Stadium parking lot.
Friday, July 30th, was the first day of the event. After the mandatory drivers meeting at 7:15am, I had one thing on
my mind, getting the car out on track! The 2 months prior to our trip, I had been preparing for this day by learning
the “racing line” on my home simulator, participating in SCCA autocross events, and watching hours and hours of
YouTube videos of other GT350Rs attacking the Sonoma circuit. The time had come. Racers…START YOUR
ENGINES! GREEN…GREEN…GREEN…
We shared our garage space with Bryan and Donna Miller with their 2021 Mustang GT500. At 9:15am, they announced the start of our groups session. We both put on our safety equipment and headed out on track for our first
runs. It felt so good letting these ponies stretch their legs on such a great track. This is the type of track that these
cars were made for. As Carroll Shelby (Matt Damon) said in the Ford v. Ferrari movie, “There’s a point at 7,000
RPM when everything fades. The machine becomes weightless. Just disappears. And all that’s left is a body moving through space and time. 7,000 RPM. That’s where you meet it. It asks you a question. The only question that
matters. Who are you?” The sound of the GT350 ‘Voodoo” motor shifting gears at 8,000+ RPM while in Track
Mode is sort of a religious experience. I also kept finding myself saying “oh God, please help me make this turn!”.
See Mom, I do pray sometimes.
It does not matter how much you prepare for an event like this, nothing is like the experience of actually being on
track and gaining valuable “seat time”. Every lap taught me something new about myself, the car, and the track.
alohamustang.org
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On-Track Experience at Sonoma Raceway SAAC-46 by Chris & Jade DeBone

photo submitted by Chris DeBone

photo submitted by Chris DeBone

My goal was to learn from these inputs and slowly improve lap times. I recently installed a GPS telemetry device
that records lap times along with car vitals (RPM, speed, g-force, tire pressure, etc…). Based on my research and
current level of driver experience, my goal was to beat a 2:00 (2 minute) lap. My best lap for the first session was
2:05.50. Not bad. I now needed to find 5.50 seconds somewhere.
After my heart got back to a somewhat normal rhythm and watching other cars and different racing lines, I was
ready to head back out and improve my lap time.
Our second session got me a best lap of 2:01.80. I managed to find 3.7 seconds! I’m well on my way to cracking
my 2 minute lap goal, but I still need to find almost 2 more seconds somewhere. I know finding these next 2
seconds are going to be a challenge.
After a long break and lunch, it was time for the third and final session of the day. Am I going to hit my goal on
the first day? I already had two great sessions and would be happy even if the weekend ended at this point. Oh
crap! I shouldn’t have said that! Bachi…
Our third session started of off well. After getting through some traffic, I started clicking off some good lap times.
2:09.30, then 2:05.60, then, 2:04.80, then on the last corner…of the last lap…of the last session…then BAM!

photo by Chris DeBone

alohamustang.org
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I was just starting to get comfortable with
letting the car drift to the outside of the
track in an attempt to gain more speed
through the corner. While I was “tracking
out” of turn-10 towards the straight of the
hairpin turn-11, I found myself
continue
getting
on next page
to
the outside rumble strip a bit early and hitting a pothole on the leading edge of the
rubble strip. I felt the jarring effect of the
rough transition all the way up the steering
wheel. I immediately got the car under
control and exited the track back towards
the garage to check for any damage. Although it felt rough, I was fully expecting
to just inspect the car, gather my nerves,
change into a fresh pair of B.V.Ds (just
kidding) and getting back out on track.

On-Track Experience at Sonoma Raceway SAAC-46 by Chris & Jade DeBone
Unfortunately, upon closer inspection I found that the drivers side front wheel had visible damage near the tire
bead. The wheels are made out of carbon fiber designed to reduce weight, but they are also susceptible to damage
from blunt impacts. Yes, you read that correctly, the R-model GT350s come with carbon fiber rims all around. The
tire was holding air pressure, but the rim integrity was definitely compromised for any further high performance
driving. My goals quickly changed to finding a replacement wheel and getting back out on track for the remaining
2 days of track sessions. Easier said than done.
The word quickly spread through the paddock area. It was amazing to see the
outpouring of support and offerings to assist in the hunt. The Aloha spirit is
alive and well outside Hawaii. The track manager even mentioned it in Saturdays drivers meeting with all of the drivers and teams in attendance. Like he
said “if there is anywhere in the world that has the best chance of finding somebody that knows somebody that can fine a replacement Shelby wheel, it would
be here at a SACC event”.
Don Johnston and I got our first solid lead and headed up to the outlying track
race shops in his golf cart. We met with a guy named Trent who though he had a
GT350R front rim in his warehouse. This is a very rare and expensive rim, so
the odds were not in our favor. We helped him search his warehouse, then another warehouse, but no luck. I called the local Ford dealer and was quoted
$6,500, yikes! Things were not looking good.
Then Trent sent us down to John who heard from Terrence that Nico has a friend married to his sisters
cousin….you get the point. By the end of Saturday all leads went cold. The goal at this point was to limp the car
back to Oakland without the rim failing. But not before driving over the Golden Gate Bridge then though the
streets of San Fransisco recreating the “Bullitt” movie route and going down the famous crooked Lombard street. It
was a bit risky to drive the rim through that, but then again you only live once.

photos submitted by Chris DeBone
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On-Track Experience at Sonoma Raceway SAAC-46 by Chris & Jade DeBone
In the end, I was glad that I was able to take Jade and Kyle
Funasaki along for some open track thrill rides on Friday before the incident. Since we were no longer able to track the
car, Jade and I decided to enter the car in the popular vote
show on Sunday and were able to get autographs from Peter
Miles (Ken Miles Son) and Chuck Cantwell (Google it) along
with a 3rd place trophy. The Shelby still has all 4 fenders and I
still have all 4 limbs. We are just grateful for a fantastic trip
and appreciative of the new people we met. Can’t wait until
SAAC-47 next year! We hope to see some of you there.
Chris and Jade DeBone

Chuck
Cantwell

Peter Miles
all photos by Chris DeBone

alohamustang.org
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The Corner by Darryn Dela Vega
Here’s what’s going on on the AMSCH FB Group Page.
visit: Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii

Check out The Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii Facebook Group Page
alohamustang.org
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Interesting Mustangs by Maurice Kondo

Searching for a Special Car
- Ed Kemper

Checkout

SAAC-46
on

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqiJDbunQHY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOciPXyjhh4

alohamustang.org
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PONIES IN THE PARK: Facebook Edition-All Ford Virtual Car Show submitted Darryn Dela Vega

5 entries from Hawaii

AMSCH Member: Maxwell White

AMSCH Member: Darryn Dela Vega

AMSCH Member:

Scot Shimamura

Registration closed 8/7/21

alohamustang.org
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Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii-Membership
Join the Fun!
The Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii arranges a number of events all year long including regular
monthly meetings, nationally recognized car shows, banquets, cruises, charity events, picnics and more!
Members receive an award winning newsletter, discounts at selected club events, vendor discounts and a
variety of fun activities.
The Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii
This club recognizes all FORD MUSTANGS from April 1964 to the present and the 1965 to 1970 SHELBY
MUSTANGS built by SHELBY AMERICAN, INC.
A Brief History
In 1974, the automobile makers temporarily suspended the manufacturing of all convertible models. A number of early Ford Mustang owners, who were providing their cars for parades, got together socially to start a
Mustang car club. In 1979, the Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii was chartered. Since then the club
has been involved with numerous activities for its members and has supported a variety of charities.

Membership
Sign up online using a credit card or PayPal using your computer. If you are using your mobile device you may pay with
credit card, PayPal, or Venmo. To do this click here to go to our online registration page.
If paying by check, complete form and make check payable to:
Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii
P.O. Box 10161
per $30
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
per perso
Jul1 year n
To contact our board, please go to https://alohamustang.org/contact/ and fill out the contact form.
-Ju
Membership dues are $30.00 per person per year (July 1st through June 30th).
n3

0

Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii
Membership Application
(Mustang or Shelby ownership is not required for membership)
Primary Member

Date:

First Name:

Last Name:

Address:

City:

Phone 1:

Home Work Cell

month / year

State:

Zip:

Phone 2:

Home Work Cell

Email:
Date of Birth:

month / day

Anniversary:

month / day

Additional Member(s)
First Name

Last Name

Date of Birth:

Email:

Color

Special (GT, Cobra, Shelby)

(only if different from primary member)
(only if different from primary member)
(only if different from primary member)

Mustang and Shelby Information
Year

alohamustang.org

Body Type
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